We have performed periodic density functional and periodic local MP2 calculations for the adsorption of hydrogen fluoride and water on the four low index surfaces (001), (100), (101) and (110) of magnesium fluoride. While the adsorption of HF is described well with B3LYP, MP2 is required for a good description of the adsorption of H 2 O. Post-optimization dispersion corrections of B3LYP are found to consistently overestimate the adsorption energy. The coordination of surface cations, the presence of hydroxyls on the surface, as well as the coverage appear to play an equally important role in the adsorption.
Introduction
Catalysis research plays a substantial role towards a green chemistry by improving the efficiency of large scale synthetic processes. A good catalyst is expected to be efficient, low-cost and environmentally friendly. Nanoscopic sol-gel synthesized MgF 2 has recently found application in various catalytic processes 1, 2 and at the same time fulfils these requirements; its synthesis in a one-pot reaction allows for the modification of the nanomaterial's surface composition through variation of the synthetic conditions 3 . Indeed, in a recent study it was shown, by means of first principles thermodynamics, that temperature and pressure during synthesis strongly influence the shape of the MgF 2 crystallites leading to the exposure of different surfaces 4 . Different surfaces are expected to have distinct catalytic properties: Based on the adsorption energy of CO and its vibrational frequency shift upon adsorption on MgF 2 , the Lewis acidity of coordinatevely unsaturated cations on MgF 2 surfaces was shown to vary significantly for different terminations 5 . However, the evaluation of the reactivity is by no means trivial. Although the vibrational frequency shift of CO is generally regarded as a measure for the Lewis acidity of surface sites, Huesges et al. 5 observed a discrepancy in the trends of adsorption energies and vibrational frequency shifts, which in turn show no agreement with the order of stability of the surfaces as deduced from the surface energies. The observed discrepancies are not necessarily surprising. Numerous factors are involved in adsorption processes, e.g. the Lewis acidity of the cationic surface sites, the electronegativity of surface anions, the tendency of surface and adsorbate to form hydrogen bonds and the topology of the surface. Focus of this work is to compare the performance of different computational methods in the description of adsorption and at the same time to investigate which factors contribute in the stabilization of adsorption structures. To this end, we have studied the adsorption of two probe molecules, H 2 O and HF, on MgF 2 with different terminations and at different coverages: We have considered clean and partially hydroxylated terminations of the low index surfaces (001), (100), (101) and (110) of MgF 2 in rutile-type structure, at full, half and 25% coverage. The structures obtained from the geometry optimizations are presented in section 3.1. They are used for the calculation of the adsorption energy with different methods, the performance of which is discussed in section 3.2 for selected structures. In sections 4.1 and 4.2 we present the full series of adsorption energies for HF on clean surfaces and for H 2 O on clean and partially hydroxylated surfaces. Finally, in section 4.3 we discuss the interpretation of adsorption energy with respect to catalytic activity.
Computational details
We have performed periodic density functional theory calculations with B3LYP 6, 7 , and in one case for testing with PBE 8 and B3PW 6, 9 , as implemented in the CRYSTAL09 code 10, 11 . Mg and F are described with basis sets of triple-zeta quality 12, 13 previously optimized for MgF 2 , while O and H with basis sets from a previous study on AlF 3 adsorption systems 14 . From the full relaxation of the bulk, we obtained lattice parameters a =4.6672 Å, b =3.0829 Å and x(F) = 0.304 which result in a volume cell 3% larger than the experimental value 15 . Bulk relaxation with B3LYP-D2 on the other hand underestimates the volume of the unit cell by 2% giving a =4.5969 Å, b =3.0348 Å and x(F) = 0.302.
B3LYP is shown to yield satisfactory results for bulk properties of MgF 2 compared to other functionals 5 . Stoichiometric symmetric slabs with a thickness of 12 formula units show a good convergence of the surface energy 4, 5 and are used for modelling the surfaces. For the optimization of the slabs, lattice constants are fixed at the values previously optimized with B3LYP and the nuclear coordinates of all layers are relaxed. The total energy convergence criterion is set to 10 −8 Ha. The accuracy of the Coulomb overlap, Coulomb penetration and exchange overlap are set to 10 −6 , and of the first and second pseudo-overlap to 10 −12 and 10 −24 respectively. The eigenvectors are calculated for a Pack-Monkhorst grid of 8 k-points in each periodic lattice direction of the irreducible Brillouin zone. The density matrix is calculated on a 16 × 16 k-point Gilat net. Grimme's scheme for long range dispersion contributions is applied on selected optimized structures using version 3.1 of the DFT-D3 package 16, 17 . The D3 correction is applied with BeckeJohnson damping 18 , while all other parameters are adopted as proposed in 17 ; it is compared to results obtained with D2 16 . D*, a modification of the Grimme scheme for solids proposed by Civalleri et al. 19 , is also tested for selected structures. To overcome the overestimation of dispersion contribution by D2, Civalleri et al. modified the atomic van der Waals radii in the damping function obtaining excellent results for cohesive energies of crystals 20 . Second-order Møller-Plesset (MP2) corrections on the optimized structures at full and half coverage have been computed using the periodic Local MP2 (LMP2) method as implemented in the Cryscor code 21, 22 . The Wannier functions (WF) of H 2 O excitation domains are constructed taking into account only its own atoms, while for fluorines of the slabs the domains include the fluorines and their first magnesium neighbours. In cases of hydroxylated slabs, the WF centred on the oxygen atoms of the slab domains include the oxygen itself, the nearest hydrogen and the first neighbouring magnesium atoms. Bielectronic integrals are evaluated up to a WF-WF distance of 9 Å using different fast integral evaluation techniques: for nearest integrals the density fitting procedure is employed 23 in its direct space formulation 24 using a valence triple zeta level auxiliary basis with mixed Poissonand Gaussian-type functions. The other integrals are calculated via multipolar expansion up to hexadecapoles. In selected cases the dual basis set (d.b.) option is tested 25, 26 . Extended basis sets are necessary for the correction of the virtual manifold in LMP2 but diffuse functions can cause problems of linear dependencies when employed in periodic calculations. Using the d.b. option, we perform the Hartree-Fock calculation with a suitable basis set, which is afterwards appropriately extended to solve the LMP2 equations 22 . Where the d.b. option is used, the Hartree-Fock part is performed with the basis set described previously. For the subsequent LMP2 calculation the basis set is extended by one polarized function with exponent equal to half of the exponent of the initial basis set's last polarized function. The underlying Hartree-Fock calculations are performed with convergence criteria for the Coulomb overlap, Coulomb penetration, exchange overlap set to 10 −8 and for the first and second pseudooverlap to 10 −20 and 10 −80 respectively. The adsorption energy E ads of HF and H 2 O on magnesium fluoride surfaces has been corrected for basis set superposition according to the counterpoise scheme 27 and relaxation effects:
E(s + ads) is the energy of the periodic unit consisting of slab and adsorbate. The next two terms E(s + g ads ) and E(ads + g s ) are BSSE correction terms, in which adsorbate and slab, respectively, are replaced by ghost functions. ∆E rel refers to the relaxation energy during adsorption and is defined as the energy difference between relaxed (rlxd str) and adsorption structure (ads str):
The relaxation energy of the adsorbate in eq. 1 is calculated for a single molecule and multiplied by the number n of adsorbates in the periodic unit of the adsorption system.
Models and methods

Adsorption structures of H 2 O and HF
A variety of initial structures was tested for each adsorption system, in search for different minima. In all but one cases only one stable adsorption structure was found. Adsorption structures of H 2 O and HF on clean MgF 2 surfaces are presented in Fig. 1 . The orientation of the adsorbates is in all cases such, that the electronegative atom X (oxygen or fluorine) is located above the coordinatevely unsaturated magnesium. At the same time, the hydrogens of the adsorbates coordinate to one of the surface fluorines, so that the molecules "lie" on the surface. The distance Mg-X is about 2.1 independent of adsorbate and surface, but the distances between the adsorbate's hydrogen and its nearest surface fluorine is for HF 1.4-1.5 Å, whereas for H 2 O 1.6-1.8 Å.
The arrangement of H 2 O on the surfaces is such, that one hydrogen points towards a surface fluorine, with the exception of surface (001). There, both hydrogens form hydrogen bonds to the surface. The orientation of the adsorbates to each other strongly depends on the surface structure. For example, as a consequence of the "staggered" surface cations on (101), adsorbates build an alternating arrangement (figures 1(c) and 1(g)), while adsorbates on the other surfaces are parallel to each other. No change is observed in the orientation of the adsorbates on clean surfaces with changing coverage. The surface structures remain practically unaffected by the presence of the adsorbates. Only for surface (110) we observe a slight distortion of the outer layer, which takes a zig-zag form. In all cases, the Mulliken population analysis shows a small population transfer from the surface to the adsorbate. Depending on the structure, the population increase on the adsorbate varies between 0.03-0.09 for H 2 O and 0.07-0.14 for HF. In addition to clean surfaces, H 2 O adsorption was modelled on partially hydroxylated MgF 2 surfaces. The adsorption structures are shown in Fig. 2 . On (001) and (101), which contain both fluorine and hydroxyl, H 2 O forms preferably a hydrogen bond to the oxygen of the hydroxyl. As a result, the symmetric adsorption structure on (001) shown in 1(a) is distorted, with a short hydrogen bond to the oxygen and a longer one to the fluorine ( Fig. 2(a) ). Only one hydrogen bond to the hydroxy group is formed on (101). The effect of hydroxylation on the adsorption structure of H 2 O is prominent on surface (100). In contrast to the structure in Fig. 1(b 
Comparison of methods
In the following, adsorption energies are reported as negative values to illustrate the stabilizing nature of the interaction. The comparison of adsorption energies refers to the absolute values of the energies, so that an energy value of e.g. -0.50 eV is regarded as larger than one of -0.30 eV. We started by calculating the adsorption energy of HF and H 2 O on three surfaces at full coverage, using the structures optimized with B3LYP. These results were combined with D2-, D3-and D*-correction. Using the structures obtained with B3LYP, the adsorption energy was also calculated at the Hartree-Fock and LMP2 level. LMP2 has been shown to yield excellent results for adsorption systems on MgF 2 in comparison to CCSD(T) results 28 , hence it is used in this study as a reference for the performance of DFT. The comparison of the results, shown in Table 2 . As indicated by the difference of only 1% between B3LYP and B3PW, the adsorption energy is not sensitive to the different correlation description in the two functionals. The calculation with PBE, on the other hand, results in an adsorption energy higher than the two hybrid functionals and considerably closer to LMP2. The D2 and D3 corrections on PBE add a contribution of 61% and 48% to the uncorrected result respectively, overestimating in both cases the adsorption energy. A D2 parametrization is not available for B3PW, but the D3 correction adds a dispersion contribution of -690 meV, which corresponds to 84% of the uncorrected adsorption energy and a 60% overestimation compared to the LMP2 energy. 
Results
Adsorption of HF
It was shown in the previous section that the adsorption of HF on MgF 2 surfaces is described satisfactorily on the B3LYP level. We present in Table 3 the complete series of adsorption energies for HF on surfaces (001), (100), (101) and (110). We have calculated adsorption structures for three coverages, each optimized with B3LYP, to examine the influence of HF-HF interaction on the adsorption patterns and energies. Changes in coverage don't affect the molecules' arrangement on the adsorption sites. On the other hand, the energy differences between coverages vary from 3% to 10% depending on the arrangement of the adsorption sites on the surface. Adsorption energies on surface (001) are the least affected, presumably due to the square unit cell, which favours the uniform placement of adsorbates on the surface ( Fig. 1(e) ). The unit cell of surface (100), on the other hand, is oblong, resulting in a considerably denser placement of adsorption sites in one periodic direction than the other. This offers an explanation for the behaviour of the adsorption energy with decreasing coverage on (100). Full coverage is shown in Fig. 1(f) . Half coverage is achieved by removal of every other HF in the direction of the narrow side of the cell, eliminating the destabilizing interaction between parallel HF molecules. At 25% coverage, the neighbouring molecules in the other direction are also removed. The resulting adsorption energy is lower than at half coverage, indicating a stabilizing effect by the HF molecules in a row. A similar trend occurs for surface (101), where an increase of 6% in the absolute value of the adsorption energy is observed upon decrease of the coverage from 100% to 50%. For 25% coverage, the adsorption of HF on (101) is slightly lower than at 50%. Contrary to the other surfaces the strongest adsorption of HF on (110) is observed at 100%, decreasing with falling coverage. 
Adsorption of H 2 O
The preliminary calculations in section 3.2 indicated that B3LYP, even combined with dispersion correction, doesn't adequately describe the adsorption of H 2 O. For that reason we performed additional Hartree-Fock and LMP2 calculations to explicitly include correlation effects for the adsorption of H 2 O on further clean and partially hydroxylated MgF 2 surfaces. The adsorption energies of H 2 O on clean MgF 2 surfaces are listed in Table 4 . All three methods capture the same trends in the adsorption energy for variation of termination and coverage. The strongest adsorption is observed on surface (001), followed by (110) and (101), while the weakest adsorption occurs on (100). Variations in coverage barely influence the adsorption energy on (001), whereas on (100) and (110) the adsorption becomes stronger with lowering coverage. H 2 O adsorption on (101) is the weakest for half coverage, followed by 100%, while the strongest adsorption is calculated for 25% coverage. Generally, LMP2 adds 10-17% to the Hartree-Fock results. Depending on the structure, B3LYP underestimates the adsorption energy by up to 10% -giving similar energies to Hartree-Fock, while D2 and D3 corrections overestimate the adsorption energy on clean surfaces by up to 30% for all terminations and coverages, compared to LMP2 calculations. The invariance of the dispersion energy with respect to coverage is a strong indication that adsorbate-adsorbate interactions have little or no contribution in the dispersion correction.
Turning to hydroxylated surfaces, we observe for the first time a discrepancy in the description of correlation with B3LYP and LMP2 (table 5) . Hartree-Fock results are in most cases approximately 20% lower than LMP2. The performance of B3LYP is in general satisfactory, giving in some cases the same results as LMP2 but ranging up to a 10% deviation. However, there are a few notable exceptions, which need to be discussed in detail.
The first case concerns adsorption of H 2 O at full coverage on (001)-OH. The B3LYP adsorption energy is remarkably higher than the LMP2 energy. While the Hartree-Fock adsorption energy is 19% lower than LMP2, calculations with B3LYP give an adsorption energy higher by 39% than LMP2. This behaviour is not observed at half coverage on the same surface, where B3LYP and LMP2 result in almost the same adsorption energy. It resembles, however, the previously discussed case of the non-hydroxylated (001), where B3LYP and LMP2 give the same adsorption energy. The small contribution of electron correlation to the adsorption of H 2 O on (001)-OH shows that the binding is dominated by Pauli repulsion and H-bonds instead of dispersive contributions. As a consequence, the standard B3LYP functional with 30% exchange contribution underestimates the Pauli repulsion and yields therefore overbinding. Surface (100)-OH stands out as well: the adsorption energy calculated with LMP2 is more than three times higher than with Hartree-Fock for full coverage and 52% higher for half coverage. B3LYP also fails to describe the adsorption at full coverage, showing a deviation of 42% from the LMP2 energy, but shows the expected performance for half coverage. The failure of Hartree-Fock can be understood looking at the structures in figures 2(c) and 2(d). The contribution of dispersion on the adsorption structure at 100% is expected to be large, since it is entirely due to hydrogen bonding, not only between surface and adsorbates but also among H 2 O molecules forming chains. The adsorbate-adsorbate stabilization at full coverage on (100)-OH is essential. This is illustrated by the fact that in absence of this stabilization at half coverage, the adsorption structure is completely different. Adsorption at half coverage includes a large contribution from hydrogen bonds between H 2 O and surface hydroxyls, but no obvious adsorbate-adsorbate interaction. As a result, dispersion effects have a smaller contribution to the adsorption, so B3LYP approaches the performance of MP2. An adsorption structure entirely based on hydrogen bonds between surface and adsorbates is (ii) on (110)-OH b , shown in Fig. 2(h) . In line with the observations on (100)-OH, to which the structure shows a great similarity, we find that Hartree-Fock fails to describe the interactions adequately, giving an adsorption energy 32% lower than LMP2. In this case B3LYP gives the same adsorption energy like LMP2 as expected, considering the absence of significant adsorbate-adsorbate interactions. Physical Chemistry Chemical Physics 
Reactivity of the surfaces
The adsorption energy of probe molecules on a surface can be an indicator of the reactivity of a surface. Another indicator is the surface energy: an unstable surface is expected to be more reactive. The vibrational frequency shift of CO is also used both in theory and in experiment as a measure for Lewis acidity. In Table 6 , we have summarized these quantities for the clean MgF 2 surfaces. To minimize the contribution of adsorbate-adsorbate interaction we have used the values for 25% coverage. Comparing the data in Table 6 , the lack of a consistent trend is striking. Similarities could be identified when comparing individual series, e.g. E ads (HF) and ∆ν(CO), or E ads (H 2 O) and E ads (CO), however, a generalization based on these similarities should be avoided. The adsorption structure and strength appears to be specific to the combinations of surface termination, adsorbate and coverage. This type of behaviour is desired for the catalytic application of sol-gel synthesized MgF 2 . It supports the hypothesis that crystallites of different shapes have different catalytic properties and opens the way towards tailor-made selective catalysts.
Conclusion
We have investigated in this work the adsorption of HF and H 2 O on clean and partially hydroxylated MgF 2 surfaces. We have employed LMP2, Hartree-Fock and B3LYP to calculate adsorption energies for these systems. LMP2 was tested in previous work 28 and showed performance as good as CCSD(T). Based on its reliability, we have used LMP2 in this work as a measure for the performance of B3LYP and post-optimization dispersion corrections (D2 and D3). D2 and D3 have in all cases overestimated the adsorption energies compared to LMP2. The description of HF adsorption is rather uncomplicated, so that the use of B3LYP is adequate for a good description. In the case of H 2 O, however, B3LYP underestimates the adsorption energies. The description of H 2 O adsorption on hydroxylated surfaces is even more demanding due to the variety of factors playing a role in the interactions. Here, B3LYP fails to catch the trends in the adsorption energies, because it doesn't describe dispersion effects well. As a consequence, particularly in cases of strong adsorbateadsorbate interactions or hydrogen bonded structures B3LYP underestimates the adsorption energy. The use of LMP2 is essential for reliable calculations on H 2 O adsorption. The comparison of adsorption energies and structures of different probe molecules on the surfaces and terminations studied reveals a selectivity in the surface activity of MgF 2 . These results on the adsorption behaviour provide evidence that support the potential application of MgF 2 -based materials in catalysis.
